
The Weavers Guild of Kalamazoo 
General Membership Meeting 

March 12, 2012 
 
This evening’s meeting began at 7:05 PM, facilitated by Anne Mehring, President during the 2011-12 year. Anne 
announced that she was conducting the meeting in the absence of President Patty Reid and Vice President Judith 
Jones. Tonight’s speaker, Joan Sheridan, brought with her a number of beautiful items from her shop, which are 
for sale tonight. Anne directed the membership to tables containing knitting yarns in a variety of fibers, as well as 
books, shuttles, and other items of interest to fiber lovers. Many thanks to Nancy Reile who handled the cash box 
for Joan as well as to Leslie Jo Hurwitz who helped with sales and take- down. 
 
Anne announced that six people, including herself, took part in the two-day workshop with Joan held over the 
weekend. It is the third presentation with Joan that Anne has attended.  Before the start of tonight’s program, 
Anne asked that all cell phones be turned off.  She then presented Joan, who told us a bit about herself before 
beginning her talk, Understanding Yarn. 
 
Joan has loved fiber all her life, but in 1999, she became serious about it and opened her store, The Heritage, in 
Lake Orion, MI. This was a giant step in solving the frustration of not being able to complete a project because she 
couldn’t find exactly the right yarn. After high school, Joan joined the Navy. Following her tour of duty, she joined 
the National Guard and became an officer. Here, she was taught how to teach and how to find materials – skills 
she uses as a fiber artist, teacher, and shop owner.  The course she taught for WGK, Knit in Color, presented five 
color techniques: entrelac, intarsia, duplicate stitch, stranded knitting, and slip stitch. Those in her class used these 
techniques to create a pillow top. 
 
In her talk, Understanding Yarn, Joan organized the major fiber sources for us, accompanied by commentary on 
particular fibers, book and workshop recommendations, as well as interesting side stories on the production and 
economic issues associated with particular fibers. 
 

Understanding Yarn: Joan Sheridan 
The three major groups of fibers: protein, cellulose, manufactured 
 
The “Big Four” fibers: wool, silk, cotton, flax. 
(Joan recommends Michael Cook’s workshop. Find him at www.wormspit.com.) 
 
Three important breeds of sheep:   
Merino – can be worn next to the skin   
Romney – good for outerwear    
Lincoln – carpets     
 
Breeds of Goats: Cashmere, Cashgora, Pygora, Pashmina 

 
South American Camelids: Alpac, Llama, Paco, Vicuna (The rarest of this family, they have not been bred in 
captivity.) 
 
Exotics: Camel, Angora, Bison, Yak, Quiviut, Opossum  
 
Silk 
Bombyx or Cultivated silk – white 
Tussah silk – yellow  
 
Cellulose Fibers 
Bast: flax, hemp, ramie, nettle 

http://www.wormspit.com/
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Seed hair: cotton, thistle, milkweed, kapok 
 
Manufactured Fibers 
Rayon – first made in 1855, commercially available since 1910. Also called Viscose, modal, tencel, bamboo, loycell 
(generic tencel), Seacell 
 
Azlon: peanut, corn, milk, casein, soybean, chilin 
 
Synthetic Fibers: acrylic, polyester, nylon 
 
Metalized Fibers: Angelina, Firestar, Lurex (sparkle comes from aluminum, gold or silver) 
 
Uses and Characteristics of Fibers 
Strengths of wool 

 Its scales cause felting. 

 Thermal qualities: warm in cold temperatures, cool in hot temperatures 

 It is self-extinguishing if it catches fire. 

 It dyes well. 
Strengths of Cotton 

 Economical – it can be woven into cloth of varying weights, including very fine cloth. 

 It is the finest commercial plant fiber.  Price increase: 1999: $18. /lb; 2012: $31. /lb.)  

 Not damaged by detergents, bleach or solvents. 

 Machine wash and dry. 

 Strengthened and polished by mercerization. 
Linen 

 Strongest plant fiber. 

 Stronger wet than dry. 

 Resistant to UV rays. 

 Color doesn’t penetrate through the fiber and can wear off. 
Manufactured Fiber 

 Cheaper than natural fibers. 
 

 Can be shaped to suit the use: crimped, made to a specific diameter or length. 

 Stronger than most natural fibers. 

 Non-elastic. 
 
Describing Yarn: European system 
4, 6, or 8-ply refers to the DIAMETER of the yarn, not the weight of the yarn. 
Example: Sock yarn is 4-ply.  DK is made up of two strands of sock yarn, so it is called an 8-ply. 
 
Worsted yarn – smooth, hard, used for men’s suits. 
Woolen yarn – soft and fluffy 
 
More twist will result in yarn with less pilling. 
Less twist produces a softer yarn, but it will have more pilling. 
More plies create a more durable yarn. 
 
Joan recommends that weavers check yarn stores for products to use as accent yarns. Only a few strands may give 
a pop to our handwoven fabric.  
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Why Check Knitting Gauge: Joan displayed a board containing about 28 knitted swatches, each a different size. 
She had given each knitter a pair of #6 needles and the same length of yarn, with instructions to cast on the same  
number of stitches and knit until the piece was square. The range of swatch sizes demonstrated the variance in 
people’s knitting, hence the need to determine one’s gauge before beginning a project. 
 
Dye Board: Joan has a dye room at her store! She brought a board showing the various shades one dye would 
produce in different fibers, all of Henry’s Attic yarns. She also showed us a number of hand-dyed skeins of cotton, 
linen, and silk to demonstrate the difference in how each took MX versus acid dyes, as well as the difference in dye 
take-up between bleached and unbleached fibers. During this discussion, Joan talked about Rit Dyes, explaining 
that they are expensive because as two-part fiber dyes, they are designed to dye fibers containing both protein 
and cellulose. Using them when dyeing only one of these fibers means the second dye is wasted. On another note, 
Joan suggested that when dyeing skeins, we tie them with fibers other than those we’re dyeing in order to obtain 
yet another dye sample. 
 
Members appreciated Joan’s well-organized, informal talk, which explained many questions about types of fibers 
and their sources. 
 

 

Business Meeting 
Announcements 
Nancy Crampon, Workshop Chair: The April meeting will give members a closer look at a variety of small looms 
and fiber tools. Please call Nancy if you have something to share. The Garage Sale will also be held next month. 
Bring yarn, books, equipment etc. that you wish to sell. The library will have a table of duplicate titles available for 
sale on a donation basis. Bring your checkbooks and cash!  
Kristi Chapman, Librarian: Betty Dobie donated her library on a variety of fibers. Money made from the sale of 
duplicate titles at the April Garage Sale will go toward new acquisitions.  
Anne Mehring, Ex Officio President:  

 Adding to Kristi’s comments, Anne noted the value and uniqueness of several titles donated by Betty. 

 Anne told the members that although three of the four elected Board members were absent tonight, the 
Board is busy working on a variety of issues.  

 The proposed budget for 2012-13 will appear in the April edition of the Shuttle. Members will vote on its 
approval at the May meeting. 

Joan Sheridan: Knit Michigan is a non-profit organization which Joan helped to found. It teaches people about 
knitting and other fiber skills, and is held on the first Saturday in February of each year. It has raised $125,000 for 
cancer research and donated 5000 chemo caps.  www.knitmichigan.org. 
Anne Mehring: Thank you to Moon beamers for tonight’s treats. 
Leslie Jo Hurwitz, MLH Representative (post meeting note): Leslie Jo has a catalog on MLH summer workshops, as 
well as other information on our state guild. If you have questions, contact her.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 8 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Cory Zann, Secretary 

http://www.knitmichigan.org/

